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Strait 8 are eight very musically gifted artists - who happen to be brothers effortlessly combining the classic sound of groups such as The Temptations and The
Jackson 5 with the sound of the soul of hip-hop's Bone Thugs N Harmony. They plan to release their artistic ability in a
way that empowers others - without sacrificing
their lyrical content and mass appeal. Joshua,
Nathan, Jason, Isaac, Solomon, Samuel, Jake and
Jeremy (JP) Marsh, want their fan base to be connected to them at all times. They also have a
stage presence that's very hard to follow, as a
matter of fact, when they toured with Bone Thugs
-N- Harmony from New York to Cleveland to the DMV they left crowds totally
turn't up and turned out.
(Nu-Era)
Ike (Isaac Marsh) is the lead second tenor and baritone of the group. He is very family oriented
as he vividly remembers going to church every Sunday with his siblings. The brothers were
al-ways together singing and playing tag football with their father.
Sonny (Solomon Marsh) is the first born of a set of twins. He is the lead second tenor and baritone.
Af-ter opening for the late Gerald Levert, Solomon remembers, Mr. Levert congratulated them
on a great show and remarked that he wished they had longer to perform because he was really
enjoying their performance.
Sam (Samuel Marsh) is the first tenor of the group hitting notes that wooed women out of their seats.
Jake (Jacob Marsh) is the bass of the group whose voice rounds out the group resembling The
Great Melvin Franklin of the Temptations. People love hearing him sing the Temptations
version of "Old Man River.”
JP (Jeremy Marsh) is the rapper and second tenor of the group. As the youngest Marsh brother he
brings the flavor of hip-hop.
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J- Smallz (Joshua Marsh) is the oldest of the eight brothers. Joshua remembers what his father
taught him, "even though the streets were there, you could be in them, but not of them".
Doejah Chronic (Nate Marsh) is

the second oldest of all of the Marsh
brothers. He is particularly proud
that the sixth track from their debut
album, entitled "My City" was
played on the local radio station
(93.9 kiss it or diss it) and broke a
record for it's positive feedback. The
group has been compared to the
sound of Tu-pac and Bone thugs n
harmony.

Skoote (Jason Marsh) has studied

under the guid-ance of famed
music engineer Paul Minor. Mr.
Minor has worked with such artists
as Al Johnson, Earth Wind & Fire,
and The Whispers.

Discography:
Layzie Bone Presents: Strait 8 (2014 )
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